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SHORT NOTES 4A nineteenth-century specimen of Simias concolor and an early twentieth-centuryspecimen of Allenopithecus nigroviridis in the Finnish Museum of NaturalHistory, Helsinki
During a survey of the collections of the Finnish Museum of Natural History (FMNH) inHelsinki, Finland, in 2016, two old, previously misidentified primate specimens wereencountered. The circumstances surrounding their additions to the collections of the FMNH areof historical interest.The first specimen, which has the collection number UN 2619, consists of a nearly completeskeleton of a medium-sized monkey, mounted in a crouching position (Figure 1). The greatestlength of the skull is 97.9 mm and the zygomatic width is 72.3 mm. Dental wear and limb boneossification suggest that the individual is an adult, and the relatively small canine teeth suggestthat it is a female. The tail is incomplete; only seven caudal vertebrae are preserved. However,the two most distal of these preserved vertebrae are relatively long, and their transverseprocesses, neural arches, and ventral arches are reduced. Their morphology therefore suggeststhat they are situated near the actual end of the tail, and that the length of the complete tail wouldnot have extended beyond at most a few additional vertebrae. Thus, the animal was short-tailedin life.

Figure 1. UN 2619; lateral view. (Photograph byHenry Pihlström, 6 February 2017; © FinnishMuseum of Natural History, Helsinki.) Figure 2. UN 1648; dorsal view. (Photograph byHenry Pihlström, 2 November 2016; © FinnishMuseum of Natural History, Helsinki.)



SHORT NOTES 5According to the original label, the specimen was prepared in 1861. Its locality is given as“Sumatra”, with the additional note that it arrived in Helsinki via the Leyden (Leiden) Museumin the Netherlands. Originally, the specimen was identified as Macaca nemestrina (Southern Pig-tailed Macaque). However, this is clearly a misidentification. UN 2619 is too small for an adult
Macaca nemestrina, and its skull shape is more consistent with a colobine monkey. There is onlyone species of colobine with a short tail: Simias concolor (Pig-tailed Langur or SimakobuMonkey), endemic to the Mentawai Islands off the western coast of Sumatra, Indonesia andabsent from the Sumatran mainland. Two subspecies are recognized (Groves 2001; Brandon-Jones et al. 2004; Zinner et al. 2013). Simias concolor is currently threatened by extinction(Whittaker 2006). 

Simias concolor was described scientifically as recently as in 1903. The type specimen, theskin and skull of an adult male collected in 1902, is deposited in the United States NationalMuseum in Washington, D. C. (Miller 1903). However, as the existence of UN 2619 shows, atleast one specimen of Simias concolor was collected and deposited in a western natural historymuseum considerably earlier than 1902, and this specimen eventually ended up in the collectionsof the FMNH.The second historically interesting specimen in FMNH is a flat skin with the collectionnumber UN 1648. On the original label is written, by hand, in Finnish: “Papio sp., Nokia,Konola, 7.12. 1913”. This indicates that the specimen came to the Museum from an unknownsource in Finland, as the only geographical locality that “Nokia” may realistically refer to is thesmall Finnish town of Nokia.The identification is incorrect; specimen UN 1648 is not a baboon as the facial region is tooshort and rounded for Papio. The animal is rather stocky, with relatively short limbs and tail(Figure 2). The head–body length is 530 mm, and tail length 400 mm. The dorsal colouration isgreyish-brown, with a greenish tinge; this colouration extends to the limbs and tail. The ventralside is yellowish-white, as are the areas around the cheeks where the hairs are the longest. Thepalms of the hands and feet are black, the facial skin is lighter. The ears are relatively small andpointed. The ischial callosities are fused and modestly elongated; the genitalia are not preserved.The only primate species that matches specimen UN 1648 in size, shape, and colouration is
Allenopithecus nigroviridis (Allen’s Swamp Monkey) (Osman Hill 1964; Groves 2001; Kingdon2007; Zinner et al. 2013). The morphology of the ischial callosities suggests that the specimenis a male (Osman Hill 1964). Allenopithecus nigroviridis is a cercopithecine native to the CongoBasin in Africa (Kingdon 2007). Two live individuals were held in captivity in Britain in the1890s which were described as a new species, Cercopithecus nigroviridis, by Reginald InnesPocock (1907). Later, Herbert Lang placed this monkey in the monotypic genus Allenopithecus,named after zoologist Joel Asaph Allen (Lang 1923).At least one other Allenopithecus nigroviridis is known to have been imported to continentalEurope at around the time of Pocock’s original description. A young female was brought to theLisbon Zoo, Portugal, from the French Congo (de Seabra 1909). However, there is no obviousexplanation for how UN 1648 ended up in a small, land-locked town in what was at the time partof the Russian Empire. The only significant collection of live exotic animals within Finnishterritory in 1913 was the Helsinki Zoo, and there are no records of anything identifiable as anAllen’s Swamp Monkey having been kept there (Palmgren 1920).



SHORT NOTES 6Therefore, UN 1648 probably belonged to a private owner before it was acquired by theFMNH. There are no signs of physical damage such as bullet holes in the skin, which suggeststhat it is not a hunting trophy. Also, a hunting trophy would more likely have been preserved asa mounted specimen, rather than as a flat skin. Thus, UN 1648 was probably imported alive toFinland. It may have been a pet, or, alternatively, it belonged to a circus or travelling menagerieand only happened to die while this establishment visited Nokia. The name “Konola” in theoriginal label is perplexing. It does not match any current or known historical geographical namein the vicinity of Nokia. On the other hand, “Konola” is a fairly common Finnish surname, andthe name could thus refer to the monkey’s owner. Unfortunately, we have not found evidence ofany person by that name who might have possessed a live African monkey in Nokia in 1913.It may seem surprising that representatives of two such unique primate taxa as the SimakobuMonkey and Allen’s Swamp Monkey were misidentified in the first place. However, as noted,at the respective points of time when these two specimens were added to the FMNH’scollections, their existence had either become known only recently (in the case of
Allenopithecus), or was not yet known at all (in the case of Simias) to the scientific community.Thus, the likely reason for their original misidentifications is that nobody considered thepossibility that they would represent “new” species. These discoveries are a reminder of thesignificance of old zoological collections and that the possibility of finding unexpected taxa inunexpected places still exists.
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Elizabeth (Betsey) Ronalds (1788-1854): horticultural illustrator
Hugh Ronalds’s illustrated catalogue of apple cultivars, Pyrus malus Brentfordiensis (Ronalds1831; Nissen 1951), was highly regarded especially for its numerous hand-coloured lithographs.The illustrations were created by his younger daughter, Elizabeth, who was known to relativesand friends as “Betsey”. Little has been written about Betsey, but family papers now in thearchives of Western University, London, Ontario, Canada, enable her life and nature to bedescribed, and the scope, styles and purposes of her art to be explored, including its key role inpromoting her family’s nursery in Brentford (Ronalds 2017).Betsey was born on 2 April 1788 at Brentford, to the west of London. The nurseryestablished there by her grandfather had just passed to her father (see Ronalds 2017). Betsey wasthe third of Hugh and Elizabeth Ronalds’s ten children and her only sister, Mary, was less thana year her senior. Cultivation of the mind was important in the family. Journals survive in whichHugh, Betsey and her siblings transcribed their favourite poetry and prose. The boys attendedschool in Uxbridge and the girls’ education emphasized literature, music, art, French andneedlework, as well as household management skills. Betsey’s rather cloistered upbringing in Brentford nonetheless limited her self-confidence andgave her a serious, conservative and concerned outlook on life. Personal integrity and betterment,modesty, and duty to society were her values, in line with her Nonconformist faith (Ronalds2016). Like her sister and most of her brothers, she did not marry and they lived together in thefamily home. The expected role for Mary and Betsey was to keep house – they assisted theirmother initially, and later cared for their widowed father and bachelor brothers. Although Marycarried the main domestic burden, it was a job that Betsey also enjoyed and she continued it upto her death on 5 May 1854.Betsey and her siblings were able to travel widely for business and pleasure, through whichshe saw much of the United Kingdom and visited the continent a number of times. Shecommented at length in her journals on the art and sculpture she saw in different churches andmuseums, noting in particular the emotions it aroused in her as well as her perceptions of itsquality.1


